Lesson 3

Date

Name

Suffix -able
The suffix -able means "able to be." Adding the suffix -able to verbs
turns the verbs into adjectives.

noticeable
acceptable

chewable
enjoyable

foldable
honorable

breakable
adorable

Complete each sentence by adding one of the words listed in
the box above.
1. I found the puppy with the long ears and big feet
2. The

chairs were easy to store and retrieve.

3. These

tablets are easy to swallow.

4. Juan did the

thing by taking the money he found to the police station.

5. The great weather, the interesting sites, and the fun company added up to a(n)
vacation.
|

6. The fragile sculpture was easily
7. She thought his answer made sense and was completely
8. I saw the smoke from miles away; it was very
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Date

Name

Selection Vocabulary
Focus

canopy n. the highest part
of a forest where leaves are
thickest

intrigued v. past tense of intrigue: to
fascinate
perilous adj. dangerous; risky

commuting v. a form of the verb
commute: to travel regularly from one
place to another
synchronized v. past tense of
synchronize: to make happen at the
same time

humid adj. damp; moist

interlocking v. a form of the verb
interlock: to connect

descend v. to move or come from a
higher place to a lower one

micro adj. very small

ascended v. past tense of ascend: to
move or go up; rise or climb

Choose a word or words from the box to complete each
sentence.
branches of the

1. The scientists looked up at the
high above.
2. Before they
agreed to meet at noon.

. to the top, they

3. The trip up could be

.their watches and

I1

, so they took precautions.

4. On the way up, one scientist was

by the animals she saw

back and forth.
5. She was perspiring in the

air.

6. She took photos with a(n)

camera built into a ring.

7. At 11:30

she began to
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. from the canopy to the ground.
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Main Idea and Details
A main idea and details help to organize information so that the
reader understands what is important.
A main idea is what the author wants the reader to learn from the writing.
A main idea is often stated in the first sentence of the paragraph, called a
topic sentence.
A main idea may not be stated, but the reader can find it by using the
supporting details.
Supporting details are further pieces of information that help the reader
understand the main idea.
Supporting details can provide more information about the main idea in the
following ways:
by giving examples
by explaining the main idea
by proving the main idea

Underline the main idea in each paragraph.
1. The Wright brothers were pioneers in the field of aviation. They had to ignore calculations
for flight made before them and come up with their own calculations. These new formulas
helped them to build the most efficient flying craft of their day. Their basic design for
airplane wings is still being used on modern airplanes.
2. Wilbur and Orville Wright had the support of their family as they worked on designing
the first airplane. Their sister Katharine wrote to their father telling him of the brothers'
progress and expressing her admiration of their work. Their brother Lorin came to see his
little brothers working on their invention. Both Wilbur and Orville wrote to their father to
keep him informed of their work.
3. The Wright brothers designed the plane in a series of steps. First, they designed wings
that moved, to produce upward lift. Next, they designed a movable tail that allowed
for more control in the air. Finally, they built an engine, which allowed the plane to be
self-powered.
^ CD
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Main Idea and Details (continued)
For each paragraph below, number and write the supporting
details on the lines provided. You may paraphrase, or restate,
the details in your own words.
1. Owning a dog is a big responsibility. Dogs have to be house-trained.
A growing puppy needs special food. A dog needs exercise, so dog owners have to take
their dogs for walks or have a place for them to run and play. Dogs also need a lot of love
and attention; therefore, people who own dogs have to play and spend time with their
dogs every day.

2. Practice really does make perfect. Musicians practice many hours every day in order
to sing well or to play their instruments like experts. Athletes also spend a lot of time
practicing to become the best that they can be. Some artists study for years before they
paint their first great painting. It takes perseverance and patience to become an expert.

When you finish, share your work with a partner, and discuss any differences.
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Suffix -able
• Remember that the suffix -able means "able to be."
• The spelling of the base may change when inflectional endings or
suffixes are added.
For words ending in y that sound like /e/, change the y to an
/: vary + -able = variable.
For words ending in y that sound like ///, change the y to an
/': rely + -able = reliable.
For words ending in y that sound like/o//, do not change the
y: enjoy + -able = enjoyable.

adorable
transferable

wearable
hospitable

agreeable
portable

treatable
chewable

printable
variable

Proofreading Strategy
Write the correctly spelled word on the blank.
1. adoreable, adorable
2. varyable, variable
3. wearable, wareable
4. printable, printible _
5. agreable, agreeable
6. portable, portible
7. treatable, treatible
8. hospittable, hospitable
c\.

chewable, chewible

10. transferrable, transferable
Q- (/)
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Subject and Object Pronouns
• A pronoun is a word used in place of a noun or nouns. Personal
pronouns refer to people and things.
Personal pronouns such as /, you, he, she, and it, can be subjects in
a sentence.
Other personal pronouns, such as me, you, her, it, and them, can be
objects in a sentence. Object pronouns follow the verb and answer
questions such as To whom? or What?

Practice

Underline the subject pronouns once and the object
pronouns twice.

Jesse Owens grew up in Alabama. His real name was James
Cleveland Owens, or J. C. for short. He and his family were
sharecroppers. They lived on land owned by a man with whom they
had to share a part of their crops. As a boy, J. C. was often ill.
To make him better, his mother wrapped him in cloth and had him
sit by the fireplace.
The family moved to Cleveland, Ohio, in search of a better life
when J. C. was nine years old. Years later he attended The Ohio State
University. Jesse Owens set several track records at the school.
In 1^36, Jesse Owens traveled to Germany, where he
competed in the Olympics. He won four gold medals and set several
new records. He met a popular German athlete, and they shook
hands in front of the newspaper reporters. That picture of them
was very important. It showed that athletes of different races could
compete together with friendly rivalry. Jesse Owens continued to be
an inspiration to many people during his lifetime, and long after his
death.
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